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AROMACARE MELATI (JASMINE) MENINGKATKAN PEMENUHAN
KEBUTUHAN TIDUR PADA LANSIA  (Aromacare of Jasmine

Increased Sleep Needs In Elderly)

Abstrak : 

Introduction: Sleep disorder is one of the problems that faced by elderly. Progress of sleep change from
time to time, sleep patterns during the aging experience different than younger people. Sleep patterns in
elderly decreases according with increasing age and degenerative processes that occur in physiological.
Aroma of jasmine is the one of method to increase sleep needs, but giving the aroma of jasmine with
nursing intervention that called aromacare to reduce sleep disorder is never investigated. Method: This
study used quasy experiment pretest and posttest design. The population was elderly with sleep disorder in
Tresna Werdha Puspakarma Service Home Elderly Mataram. The sample was recruited using purposive
sampling, total sample was 14 respondens, according to inclusion and exclusion criteria. The independent
variable was aromacare of jasmine and the dependent variable was sleep in elderly. Data were collected
using structure questionnaire. Data were analyzed by using Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test and Mann Whitney
Test to fulfillment adequacy of sleep based on quantity, Paired T Test and Independent T Test to fulfillment
adequacy of sleep on quantity with significance &alpha;&le;0.05. Result: Result showed that aromacare of
jasmine increase of fulfillment of the need of sleep in quality (p&lt;0.016) and also effect the need of sleep
in quantity (p&lt;0.001). Discussion: It can be concluded that aromacare of jasmine has significantly effect
on sleep need of the elderly. Further research should measure the effect of aromacare of jasmine on
fulfillment of the need of sleep with the rate of melatonin and EEG (Electro Encephalo Gram).
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